Background: The tools of synthetic biology have enabled researchers to explore multiple scientific phenomena by directly engineering signaling pathways within living cells and artificial protocells. Here, we explored the potential for engineered living cells themselves to assemble signaling pathways for non-living protocells. This analysis serves as a preliminary investigation into a potential origin of processes that may be utilized by complex living systems. Specifically, we suggest that if living cells can be engineered to direct the assembly of genetic signaling pathways from genetic biomaterials in their environment, then insight can be gained into how naturally occurring living systems might behave similarly.
INTRODUCTION
The question of how life originated is one of the most interesting unsolved mysteries in science. Current hypotheses, such as those by Szostack and colleagues [1] [2] [3] , often suggest that some combination of chemical elements essential for life existed in just the right conditions to spark a chain reaction that formed prebiotic, self-replicating material systems. Out of this "primordial stew" of components, the necessary biomaterials self-assembled. In theory, these pre-biotic cells eventually evolved into living cells. This process of material self-assembly remains critical to the performance of biomaterials and biological components today, billions of years later. Researchers in this field have sought to recreate these initial, individual self-assembly chemicalfocused on the creation of the minimal cell, notably by Venter and colleagues [6, 7] . In this work, the smallest genome from a microbe that can be grown in culture [8] , Mycoplasma genitalium, has been synthesized in vitro and transplanted into another species to successfully reboot this second species into the previous species. This minimal cell can then serve as a starting point for origin of life questions as more complex genetic circuitry is added to the cell using the tools of synthetic biology.
Rather than focusing on probing the initiation of life or the minimal components needed for life, in this study, we aimed to question if any related life-initiating or similar processes continue to occur on this planet. An initial response might suggest that, no, these processes do not continue to occur, particularly because any ecological niche sufficiently rich in nutrients and energy would be rapidly colonized by quick-evolving, existent microbes that leverage these resources faster than life can selfassemble. Yet, what if microbes themselves can direct the assembly of environmental biomaterials into artificial, protocells?
Our own previous results, along with those published by others, demonstrate the feasibility of engineering cells to direct material assembly. We previously described engineered cells that manipulate biotin-streptavidin binding to program chemical assembly on surfaces [9] . Alternately, other groups have focused on engineering cells to produce curli, an extracellular amyloid fibril, and assemble materials at multiple scales [10] using this biological building block. These materials have been shown to be useful in applications ranging from catalysis [11] to nanomaterial assembly [12, 13] . In order to engineer materials using these precisely controlled cellular processes, researchers must have access to the unique set of cellular programming tools provided by synthetic biology. Fifteen years ago, synthetic biology was launched with reports of two synthetic gene networks [14, 15] , the "toggle switch" and the "repressilator". Rather than open-loop control of biological processes, these systems used feedback to provide a new level of complexity in engineered cellular control of gene expression. These types of engineered gene networks, also known as synthetic gene circuits, have rapidly advanced to include control structures such as counters, timers, and logic gates [16] [17] [18] . The field has also expanded from circuits initially based on DNA-protein interactions, to include circuits based on protein-protein interactions [19, 20] . These different networks have provided significant insight into biological phenomena. For example, the toggle switch and repressilator gave insight into the motifs required for biological memory and oscillatory behavior. This trend has since been repeatedly demonstrated as different synthetic biological circuits have provided fundamental understanding of how biological networks could support memory [14, 16, 21] , detect sequences of events [16] , and especially how biology utilizes noise and stochasticity to enable phenotypic diversity [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . Similarly, by engineering living cells that direct the behavior of artificial, protocells, new insights into possible fundamental behaviors may be gained.
Engineering artificial protocells has also provided significant insight into living systems [29] [30] [31] . Moving beyond the traditional concept of a cell, artificial cellular expression systems consist of minimal environments containing DNA templates, RNA polymerase, ribosomes, ATP, and other biological molecules relevant to a particular circuit [31] . Furthermore, all components can be spatially confined, such as on a microfluidic chip [29] , or within a hydrophobic oil encapsulation [32] . Robust studies have been performed to understand the engineering concepts underlying the design of these systems [32] . We extended and combined models of these welldescribed systems to explore ways in which living cells could be engineered to create artificial cells.
RESULTS
As noted, there is a significant scientific incentive to create a system that allows engineered living cells to control and command the behavior of cell-free protocells. We designed such a system ( Figure 1 ) by leveraging three previously demonstrated laboratory components: a biotinsynthesizing engineered living cell, a streptavidin-functionalized microparticle, and an encapsulated cell-free reaction. These three components, herein referred to as modules, can be strategically linked by the transport of two key analytes: biotin and biotinylated DNA. By developing a linked, reductionist model for these three components, we explored the dynamics of how engineered living cells could alter the response of protocell modules.
Module one ( Figure 1A) consists of a population of engineered living cells. We previously demonstrated how Escherichia coli (E. coli) can be genetically engineered to synthesize elevated levels of biotin when provided with a biotin precursor, desthiobiotin (DTB), and exposed to an inducer molecule, such as Isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) [9] . Biotin is a commonly used molecule in biotechnology due to the strength and versatility of the biotin-streptavidin binding event [33, 34] . Additionally, biotin may be readily used to functionalize DNA monomers by incorporating biotinylated primers in a PCR amplification of DNA segments, such as those encoding for the production of green fluorescent protein (GFP). Furthermore, streptavidin is frequently bound to substrates, such as polystyrene wells or nano-and micro-particles [35] . Module two ( Figure 1B ) exploits this technology by allowing cell-produced biotin and GFP-encoding, biotinylated DNA to compete for binding sites on streptavidin-functionalized microparticles.
Module three encapsulates these particles along with a cell-free TX-TL reaction to form a protocell ( Figure 1C ). Cell-free systems are widely used to explore biological phenomena such as gene network dynamics [36] and molecular assembly [37] . The intensity of a cell-free protein synthesis response is governed by the concentration of DNA available within the cell-free encapsulation. As such, in module three the intensity of a green fluorescent signal is proportional to the concentration of GFP-encoding, biotinylated DNA bound to the microparticles.
Taken together, these three modules provide a framework that enables programmable cells to control the response of cell-free protocells. In addition to engineering a strain of biotin producing cells, researchers have experimentally demonstrated a number of enabling technologies for all three modules. For instance, microfluidic channels ( Figure 1D ) may be used to contain, and provide nutrients to, populations of engineered cells [38] . These microfluidic chips allow ease of imaging [39] while keeping the contained cells in a prolonged exponential growth phase [38] . Additionally, streptavidin functionalized microparticles can bind to a biotinylated fluorophore eliciting a measurable fluorescent response ( Figure 1E ). Finally, GFP-encoding DNA may be encapsulated within a droplet containing TX-TL cell-free extract [40] to elicit a strong fluorescent response ( Figure 1F ).
Additionally, all three modules may be modeled in a reductionist fashion from kinetic principles and simulated using established numerical methods. By providing a mathematical underpinning for our system, these models enable predictive testing and insight, allowing us to better understand the governing dynamics of the system's cellprotocell interaction.
Module one leverages the tools of synthetic biology to genetically program the behavior of cells. Many well- established genetic motifs (Figure 2 ), inspired by electronic logic, have been synthesized and transformed into E. coli as well as other organisms. A simple gene regulatory network is the analogue inducer, or driver, circuit (Figure 2A .i). Genes encoding for the repressor protein lacI are downstream from a constitutive promoter site [41] . In the absence of a chemical inducer, lacI binds to a P trc-2 promoter site, inhibiting the transcription of downstream sequences. However, when the inducer molecule IPTG is introduced to the cells, lacI disassociates from the DNA strand and binds with the available IPTG. This derepression of the P trc-2 promoter site allows for transcription of downstream genes, such as bioB, a gene encoding for the production of the enzyme biotin synthase [42] . An electrical circuit analogy (Figure 2A .ii) depicts the dynamics of this system, whereby additional IPTG causes an increase in biotin synthase production. This behavior may be simulated (Figure 2A .iii) using commonly employed genetic models further described in the methods section [43] [44] [45] .
Other well-established gene networks can be designed, modeled, and simulated in a similar manner. A simple modification to the inducer circuit is an inverter circuit ( Figure 2B .i) in which an inducing chemical, this time anyhydrotetracycline (ATc), attenuates the production of biotin synthase. This behavior is accomplished by placing the lacI gene downstream from a P L,tetO-1 promoter site, and allowing the repressor protein, tetR, to be produced constitutively. In the absence of ATc, tetR represses the production of lacI, allowing for robust bioB transcription. However, when ATc is introduced to the system, it binds to the tetR repressor, in turn upregulating lacI synthesis. This has the effect of repressing the P trc-2 promoter site, decreasing bioB transcription and biotin synthase translation. The electrical circuit analogy ( Figure 2B .ii) and simulated response profile ( Figure 2B .iii) confirm this behavior.
Similarly, an OR-gate, in which the presence of ATc or IPTG causes elevated levels of biotin synthase production, may be engineered ( Figure 2C ). This logic gate is accomplished by placing bioB downstream from both a P trc-2 and a P L,tetO-1 promoter sites. Another commonly used genetic motif is the AND-gate ( Figure 2D ), in which only the presence of both ATc and IPTG will cause elevated levels of biotin synthase production [46] . This is accomplished by controlling the production of viral T7 polymerase, which in turn binds to a T7 promoter site driving bioB. With only IPTG present, this system creates short non-coding hairpin RNA sequences. When only ATc is introduced, the AND-gate transcribes an RNA encoding for T7 that has been compromised with internal stop-codons. However, when both ATc and IPTG are introduced to the cell, the hairpin RNA sequences bind to the superfluous stop codons on the T7 polymerase RNA sequence. This allows for effective translation of the T7 polymerase, which in turn activates biotin synthase production. Finally, we can model a toggle-switch ( Figure  2E ), in which sustained periods of activation or repression may be triggered by a transient pulse of either ATc or IPTG [47, 48] . This behavior is accomplished by designing the lacI and tetR genes to be mutually repressed. Simulated behaviors for the OR-gate, AND-gate, and toggle switch ( Figure 2C , 2D, and 2E) provide us with predictable insight into the dynamic behavior of these gene regulatory networks.
However, biotin synthesis is a function of both bioB regulation and the cell's access to available DTB. Previously, we developed equations for a response profile by fitting basic enzyme kinetic equations with experimental results [9, 49] . Taking the resulting equations, and coupling them with the biotin synthase response profiles developed in Figure 2 , we can model and simulate biotin synthesis as a function of inducer molecules and available DTB. After simulating an inverter circuit, the biotin response profile (Figure 3 ) depicts a decrease of biotin production as more ATc is added to the system while showing that an increase in DTB causes an increase in biotin production. This is the expected response; the inverter circuit attenuates bioB transcription, and thereby biotin formation, as more ATc is introduced to the cells. Similar response profiles may be simulated for all of the gene networks presented in Figure 2 , allowing us to rationally design gene networks for a predictable biotin response. Module two exploits the versatility of the biotinstreptavidin bond. By establishing a competitive binding interaction between biotin produced by the engineered cells, and biotinylated DNA, we can predictably model the percent of streptavidin sites occupied by biotinylated DNA for an experimentally relevant range of biotin concentrations. This model ( Figure 4A ) employs a fourparameter logistic response profile, fit with previously published constants and experimental data [9, 50] . Furthermore, it allows us to explore how altering the concentration of biotinylated DNA (orange, yellow, blue, black) can affect the response of the initial (green) curve.
Coupling this competitive binding response function with information about the streptavidin-functionalized microparticles allows us to calculate the concentration of biotinylated DNA bound to the particles. A twodimensional response profile ( Figure 4B ) may be developed relating the concentration of DNA per-weight of particle to the concentration of biotin and the radius of the particles. Note that smaller particles and lower concentration of biotin cause a larger concentration of bound, biotinylated DNA. This profile enables effective experimental parameter tuning by predictively altering the size of particles and dilution of biotin.
Module three is an encapsulation composed of DNA (bound to microparticles) and cell-free extract. This module allows us to monitor the behavior of a cell-free system by examining an encapsulated droplet and analyzing the fluorescent response [51] . By modifying the concentration of DNA encoding for GFP within a cellfree system, previous studies have developed a reliable framework for modeling cell-free response as a function of DNA concentration [52] . Here, we simulate the temporal response for three concentrations of DNA ( Figure 5A ) and then plot the maximum GFP expression ( Figure 5B ) as a function of initial DNA concentration. We find that there is an asymptotically stable response profile relating the DNA concentration to the fluorescent intensity. This curve suggests that reactions employing low concentrations (0.0-20.0 ng/uL) of DNA will result in larger fluorescent intensity charges, a favorable experimental condition.
The models for all three modules may be linked by strategic chemical transport. The biotin produced by module one directly affects the competitive binding in module two which in turn directly affects the concentration of DNA encapsulated within the cell-free system. By specifying experimental conditions, such as DTB concentration and particle sphere radius, the linked modules model allow us to simulate cell-free fluorescent response as a function of the inducer concentration exposed to the engineered cells ( Figure 6 ).
First, we simulate a biotin response profile for a population of engineered cells ( Figure 6A ). We chose to simulate the inducer/driver circuit for illustrative purposes. By specifying a concentration of DTB, we can plot the concentration of biotin produced as a function of IPTG. Passing this biotin through module two, we can calculate the percent of particle-bound biotinylated DNA ( Figure 6C ) as a function of IPTG. Upon selecting a particle radius, we can calculate the concentration of DNA bound to the particles, which may be used to simulate a cell-free response ( Figure 6D) . By indexing the simulated DNA concentrations with the IPTG concentrations, we can plot a function relating the concentration of IPTG given to the engineered cells with the GFP production within the cell-free system ( Figure 6E ). In such a manner, we can simulate and predict how engineered cells can control the behavior of cell-free encapsulations and protocells.
DISCUSSION
As previously discussed, the key hypothesis we explored is the possibility that living cells can be engineered to direct the assembly of genetic components required for protocells, potentially revealing a possible complex biological behavior motif. Our work here explores one component of this, the assembly of DNA circuitry on a programmable material scaffold and opens the door to the possibility that cells could assemble complex systems from materials scavenged from their environment. Moreover, microbes have frequent access to these building blocks of life as cell death ends in lysis, and the result is a microbial environment awash in functional macromolecules. Finally, one might ask if microbes would benefit from creating a cell-like system in their environment? Could they create such a material structure? In fact, most microbes in nature exist as part of multispecies consortia, and these consortia often collaboratively engage in extracellular material assembly in the process of biofilm formation. The fitness advantages conferred to a biofilmencapsulated consortium are significant (e.g., dental tartar conveys protection from the abrasive cleaners). By assembling cell-like systems from components in their environment, a mixed-species consortium could abrogate the need for any one member to evolve all the components of a new genetic pathway. Thus, microbes have both the materials and the evolutionary fitness motivation to direct the assembly of artificial cells.
In the work here, we showed how a single population and cell strain could be developed to control assembly. However, there is also the promising potential to use an engineered consortium [53] [54] [55] for similar molecular assembly. These complementary synthetic systems have already been introduced. As a first step, programmable material surfaces would be engineered that serve to anchor individual components of engineered genetic circuits. Living cells would then be engineered to program the self-assembly of circuit components on these material surfaces similar to the ways that have been demonstrated. The assembled genetic circuits will then be assayed using a cell-free, gene expression system. As a second step, given that we encoded most of the information exchange between modules using the transport of biological molecules, a microfluidic system enabling the rapid, controlled assembly of biological materials within liposomes could be developed as a critical enabling technology. Both the engineered living cells and the microfluidic assembly system could be combined in the development of a unique ecological consortium consisting of living cells and non-living, cellinspired material systems. In these experiments, a mixture of living cells and the artificial cells they assemble would be engineered to be co-dependent members of an engineered consortium [56] . The living components of these systems will only propagate if they continue to participate in the assembly of the non-living artificial cells.
By creating these types of engineered microbial and artificial cell consortia, we believe that a range of problems could be explored where diverse synthetic biological systems would be useful, ranging from drug 
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental methods
Preparation of PDMS chip
Master molds were fabricated in the Virginia Tech Micro & Nano Fabrication Laboratory (MICRON). Photomasks were drawn in AutoCAD (San Rafael, CA), printed onto transparency film by CAD/Art Services, Inc. (Output City, Poway, CA), and mounted onto glass plates (McMaster-Carr, Los Angeles, CA). The first layer of the master mold was created by spin coating a layer of SU-8 2000 negative photoresist (MicroChem Corp., Newton, MA) onto a clean silicon wafer to a height of 0.96 μm using a WS-650-8B programmable spinner (Laurell Technologies Corp., PA). Then the photoresist was exposed to ultraviolet light (UV) using a MA/BA6 UV contact mask aligner (MicroTec, Garching, Germany). After UV exposure, the wafer was rinsed using a developer (MicroChem Corp., Newton, MA) to remove residual, unexposed photoresist. For the second layer, SU-8 2010 negative photoresist was spin coated on top of the first layer (again using the WS-650-8B spinner) and brought to a total height of 10 μm. The wafer then underwent another round of UV exposure, using the MA/ BA6 UV contact mask aligner, followed by another round of developer rinsing.
Replica molds were then created from the master mold. PDMS/Sylgard 184 (Dow Corning, Midland, MI) was first mixed at a 10:1 ratio with an elastomer base curing agent. This mix was poured on top of the wafer, and allowed to degas in a vacuum desiccator for 1 hour. The mold was then cured in an oven at 90°C for 2 hours. The PDMS chips were then removed from the oven, and holes were punched into the locations designed for liquid ports I/O ports. Chips were then cleaned using filtered DI water, and strongly bound to clean coverslips (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). The coverslip and PDMS chip were bound by exposing both surfaces to oxygen plasma for 1 minute in the PDC-32G plasma cleaner (Harrick Scientific, Ithaca, NY) and placing the exposed surfaces together.
Once bound, chips were wetted by flowing a 0.05% Tween in DI water solution through the chip for 1 hour. Cells were loaded into the trapping channels of the microfluidic device by directing flow in the "forward" direction from the cell port to the waste port. Upon trapping a few cells in each region, the flow was reversed and slowed to a rate of 1mL/day. This allowed a steady supply of nutrients to the entrapped cells. Cells were imaged while being incubated at room temperature (RT) for 6-10 hours. The chip's design allowed cells to grow continuously in their exponential phase.
Images were acquired using an inverted epifluorescent microscope (Ti-E, Nikon Instruments Inc.). Throughout long-term imaging, the PDMS chip was maintained at 22°C. DIC images were taken every 5-10 minutes, and optical focus was maintained automatically using the Nikon Elements software package.
Biotinylated fluorophore with streptavidin microbeads A green, biotinylated fluorophore was experimentally bound to streptavidin coated, red fluorescent beads to test the binding interaction of biotin and streptavidin. To create the solution mixture, 10 µL of 0.1% w/v streptavidin coated microbeads (Spherotech ® , FSVM-2058-2) were mixed with 10 µL of 0.01 M green biotinylated fluorophore, Atto 520-Biotin (Sigma Aldrich, 01632), and incubated for 1 hour at RT in a phosphate buffer, pH 7.2. The beads were then washed 6 times with PBS using a 6 tube magnetic separator (NEB, S1506S). The final bead solution was suspended in 50 mL PBS. Fluorescent intensity of the beads was used to indicate the strength of the biotin binding event. To image, a 2 μL droplet of solution was placed on a clean coverslip. Imaging was completed using a Nikon eclipse Ti with a mounted Andor® Zyla scientific CMOS (sCMOS) camera (Ti-E, Nikon Instruments Inc.)
Cell-free encapsulations
The TX-TL cell-free expression protocol from the Noireaux lab [40] was used to make the components of the cell-free reaction. First, crude cell extract was made using frozen stocks of Rosetta TM (DE3) E. coli BL21 cells, genotype F-ompT hsdSB(rB-mB-) gal dcm (DE3) pLysSRARE (CamR) grown in 2ÂYT + P and chloramphenicol (Cm) media. Cultures were grown for 8 hours at 37°C with agitation at 220 rpm. The cells were then by subcultured and further incubated under the same conditions for an additional 4 hours (OD 600 = 1.5-2.0). The cells were then pelleted through centrifugation and washed using S30A buffer. After centrifuging, the pellet was weighed. S30A buffer and 0.1 mm glass beads were then mixed with the pellet through vigorous vortexing. The bead-cell mixture was aliquoted into bead beating tubes and cells were lysed by bead beating each tube twice at 46 rpm for 30 seconds. To remove the beads, micro-chromatography columns were pressed to the ends of open tubes after beating and were centrifuged. Of the eluted sample, the supernatant was collected and incubated for 80 min at 37°C with 220 rpm agitation to further digest nucleic acids with endogenous exonucleases. The samples were spun down again and the supernatant was collected and dialyzed using 10k MWCO dialysis cassettes submerged in S30B buffer with stirring for 3 hours at 4°C. The processed extract was spun down one last time and the supernatant was divided into 30 μL aliquots, flash-frozen, and stored at -80°C. Protein concentration (30 mg/mL) of the extract was measured using a Bradford assay.
Amino acid and energy solutions were combined into buffer solutions and calibrated according to previously published protocols [40] . The plasmid pZE21-GFP (P L,tetO driving green fluorescent protein (GFP) expression) was used to visualize protein production within the cell-free system. Optimal concentrations of Mg-glutamate, K-glutamate, and dithiothreitol (DTT) were determined experimentally, and found to be 6 mM, 140 mM, and 1 mM, respectively. In addition, each experimental reaction also consisted of 1.5 mM amino acids, 1Â energy solution, 2% PEG-8000, 33% extract, and DNA. The concentration of DNA may be adjusted by calculating the molar concentration of the stock and varying the ratio of DI water to DNA during reaction construction.
Reactions were incubated at 29°C in a thermocycler for 8 hours. After incubation, reactions were imaged by encapsulating cell-free reactions within oil-immersion droplets by adding 15 μL Triton® X-100 (CAS 9002-93-1) to each 10 μL reaction and quickly flicking the tube. 2 μL of the cell-free encapsulation mixture was pipetted onto a cover slip and immediately observed and imaged using a Nikon eclipse Ti with a mounted Andor® Zyla scientific CMOS (sCMOS) camera.
Modeling methods
Module one: the engineered cell
Module one consists of a population of E. coli cells engineered to contain gene networks capable of synthesizing biotin synthase, which in turn enables the cells to produce biotin. In previous publications, we detail how a continuous model, depicting the system's dynamic behavior, may be developed for complex regulatory gene networks [45, 57] as well as the biotin synthesizing processes [9] . This approach relies upon modeling four key subprocesses: i) Inducer mass balance and binding kinetics ii) Transcription of mRNA from regulatory gene components iii) Translation of proteins, including reporters, repressors, and biotin synthase iv) Biotin metabolism The first subprocess is modeled by establishing three mass balance equations for a given inducer. These equations relate the concentrations of internal inducers, I int , repressor proteins, TP, and bound inducer-repressor complexes TP:I int within a cell (Equations (1)-(3) ). In addition to a simplified membrane flux term, these mass balances use first-order binding kinetics to relate the relative concentrations of bound and unbound internal inducer and repressor protein complexes. A full derivation may be found in previously published literature by the authors [57] .
(1)
Equation (1) describes the time rate of change of the internal inducer concentration, I int , as a function of four terms. The first term on the right hand side is a membrane transport term used to describe the mass flux of an inducer, such as IPTG, across the cell membrane. The second term is a kinetic association term that relates the internal concentration of an inducer, I int , with the internal concentration of a transcription regulation protein, TP, and a kinetic association constant, K a . The third term describes the disassociation of the repressor proteininducer molecule complex, described by a disassociation constant, K d , and the concentration of the bound complex, TP:I int . Finally, the fourth term describes the decay of the internal inducer. It should be noted that for some inducers, such as lactose or arabinose, this fourth term is a function of natural cell metabolism.
Equation (2) describes the time rate of change of unbound transcription regulation protein available within the cell. The terms on the right hand side are analogous to those described in Equation (1) . However, there is an additional term describing the rate of regulation protein generated by the cell through the process of translation, g [TP] . Note that this translation process is described for a generic protein by Equation (5) , and that transcription factor proteins such as lacI or tetR, denoted as TP, are specific instance of a generic protein, denoted by P.
Finally, Equation (3) describes the time rate of change of the bound inducer-transcription factor protein complex with terms analogous to those described in Equation (2) and Equation (3) . Additionally, there is a decay term that is composed of a decay constant and the concentration of bound complex. It should be emphasized that this modeling approach was used for its simplicity and versatility to describe a wide array of inducer-repression complexes with the dynamics of the system emphasized.
The second sub-process, mRNA transcription, is modeled as a Hill-like function (Equation (4)) in order to capture the dynamics of the gene network without adding excess complexity. This approximation is justified by considering our system to contain a population of E. coli cells rather than relying on single-cell dynamics. The large population, coupled with a high copy count plasmid should mitigate significant statistical outliers. The equation relates the rate of mRNA synthesis with the concentration of the relevant reporter protein, the transcription leak, and the decay of mRNA.
Equation (4) describes the time rate of change of a generic mRNA concentration, mRNA, using three terms. The first term on the right hand side is a Hill-like function containing the maximum inducible rate of mRNA transcription, V 1max , the concentration of repressor transcription factor proteins, TP, a kinetic constant, K b , and a Hill coefficient, H. The second term is a constant describing the amount of transcriptional leak within the cell, V 1leak , and the third term describes the decay of mRNA within the cell by relating a decay constant, δ mRNA, and the mRNA concentration, mRNA.
Protein translation, the third subprocess, is modeled by relating the rate of protein synthesis with the concentration of available mRNA, ribosome binding site strength (RBS), and a decay factor (Equation (5)). This equation is derived from Michaelis-Menten kinetics and is often used to model protein expression [44] when studying gene regulatory networks. Additionally, note that Equation (5) is adapted and utilized within Equation (2) as g [TP] , the generation of a transcription factor protein. This inclusion allows us to account for transcription factor generation in the context of the binding kinetics described within Equation (2) . Additionally, the production of the protein biotin synthase can be recognized as a specific instance of a protein generated by the translation process described within Equation (5).
With Equation (5), we model the time rate of change for a generic protein, P, as a function of two terms. The first term describes the formation of the protein as the product of the maximum rate of translation, V 2max , a constant describing ribosome binding strength, and a Hill function relating the concentration of mRNA, with an activation coefficient, K 2 , and a Hill coefficient, m. The second term describes the rate of decay for a specific protein, relating a decay constant, δ p and the intercellular protein concentration for a generic protein.
Finally, the fourth sub-process describes the biotin formation by the cell. A simple model was developed for this process, inspired by Michaelis-Menten formalism, relating the concentration of available biotin synthase and DTB with the rate of biotin produced by the cell.
With Equation (6), we model the time rate of change of biotin concentration as the sum of a Hill function describing the rate of biotin synthesis and a decay term. The Hill function contains parameters describing the max rate of formation, V 3max , an activation coefficient, K 3 , and a Hill coefficient, q. Crucially, the rate of biotin formation is governed by the concentrations of both biotin synthase, bioB, and DTB. Parameters for this equation were bounded and fit using our previously published experimental data [9] . It should be noted that the rate of biotin decay is orders of magnitude slower than the rate of biotin formation, and as such the decay term can be largely ignored.
In our simulation, parameter values were taken from results previously published by other groups [33, 52, [58] [59] [60] , as well as our own previously published experimental results [9] . As a characteristic example, the parameter values used for the inducer circuit shown in Figure 6 were as follows: the IPTG relevant membrane permeability constant [58] , μ = 5.0 Â 10 -2 m -1
, the kinetic association constant [59] , K a = 1.0 Â 10 3 m -1 , the kinetic disassociation constant,
, and timescale negligible decay constants [60] , δ 1 = δ 3 = 0.
Equations (4)- (6) were fit using previously published data describing a planktonic culture of 3 mL of E. coli held at 37°C for 24 hours of growth [9] . Under these conditions, the transcription parameters are as follows: V 1max = 3.0 nM Â m Module two: streptavidin functionalized microbeads Biotin-streptavidin interactions have been widely studied; here we were able to use a well-fit model from previously published results and apply it to our microbead system. Using this model (Equation (7)) we can describe the competitive binding interaction between free biotin and biotinylated DNA for streptavidin sites. Modifying the concentration of biotinylated DNA introduced to the system allows us to shift the dynamic range of the curve higher or lower. A full derivation, as well as the experimental data to which the parameters were fit, was previously published by the authors [9] .
With Equation (7), we model the percent of streptavidin sites bound to biotinylated DNA (%SA DNA ) as a function of a background parameter, D, two association constants, K 4 and K 5 , the concentration of biotinylated DNA, Biotin DNA and the concentration of cell-produced biotin. It should be noted that the cell produced biotin here, denoted as Biotin cells , is the same as the biotin term from Equation (6) . The change in nomenclature was made to specify the source of biotin within Equation (7) .
For the simulation presented here, the following parameters were fit to previously published experimental data [9] : D = 1.7 Â 10 Module three: encapsulated cell-free reactions Cell-free reactions are frequently used in research, and a reliable model for the transcription and translation dynamics had been previously published in scientific literature [52] . This model relates the concentration of DNA, RNA, and proteins with the availability of transcriptional and translational resources within a cellfree encapsulation. This modeling approach allows one to model cell-free temporal dynamics under varying concentrations of DNA by simulating a set of five ordinary differential equations (Equations (8)- (12)).
With Equations (8)- (12) (12) are in the cell-free reaction system and independent of the DNA and mRNA expressions from Equations (6 ) and (7) . Furthermore, in the linked system, the concentration of biotinylated DNA is a function of the fraction of streptavidin sites occupied by biotinylated DNA described by Equation (7) . The parameters V 6 and V 7 describe the maximum rate of transcription and translation, respectively, whereas δ GFP_mRNA , δ TsR , and δ TlR are decay constants for GFP encoding mRNA, transcriptional resources and translational resources, respectively. The parameter values for Equations (8)- (12) were previously calculated and used in a model by Stogbauer et al. [52] . Taken together, the models for modules one through three allow us to simulate the cell-free response to inducer chemicals given to engineered cells. All simulations were coded in Python and numerically integrated using RungeKutta based methods within the NumPy library. Data visualization was prepared using the matplotlib library and figures were assembled using Inkscape open-source software. All simulations were performed on a 2012 MacBook Pro running macOS Sierra with a 2.9 GHz Intel Core i7 processor.
